
Many SHB claims originate from a provider other than the facility that will claim for the service. 
That is, a physician may order a test, a lab performs it (BHB or an Approved Diagnostic Imaging 
Facility), and then the facility claims an insurer for it. 

If the facility doesn’t include the information in Schedule 1 (overleaf) of the Claims Regulations, 
insurers can deny the claim. Therefore, it’s vital that facilities have all the relevant information 
when taking requisitions.

Standard Hospital Benefit (SHB) claims are 
subject to the Claims Regulations, just as 
any other health service claims. SHB is the 
minimum insurance package in Bermuda.

It covers the majority of local hospital 
services and some non-hospital services. 
Diagnostic tests performed by BHB  and 
Approved Facilities are covered by SHB and 
so are subject to the Regulations.

Need to know Claims Regulations and 
Standard Hospital Benefit

The Health Insurance (Health Service Providers 
and Insurance) (Claims) Regulations 2012 
require specific information to be exchanged 
between providers and insurers.
 
Schedules 1 and 2 (overleaf) detail the 
information needed to ensure efficient claims 
processing and reimbursement. Although the 
Claims Regulations are best known for 
abolishing upfront charges, they also clarified 
claims processes to ensure providers can be 
paid promptly.

What are the implications of this?

What Regulations? How do the Regulations relate to SHB?

 Starting 1st April 2015, SHB claims will not be payable if they do not include the required data 
on Schedule 1 (overleaf); in particular the working diagnosis (ICD).

 
 Referring physicians must ensure they complete all relevant fields on requisition forms, 

including the ICD code.

 Schedule 2 (overleaf) lists the information insurers must provide. If the claim is not paid, the 
reason(s) must be stated.
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Schedule 1
Data to be submitted with a claim

1. Name of patient
2. Date of birth of the patient
3. Name of insured person
4. Relationship of the patient with the insured person (i.e. self, spouse, child)
5. Address and telephone number of insured person*
6. Whether insured person is employed or self-employed*
7. Named of insured person’s employer*
8. Date of procedure
9. Name of any referring provider
10. Health policy number
11. Certificate number
12. Relevant current diagnostic and procedural code
13. Total fee amount charged
14. Whether the claim is maternity claim, the result of a road-traffic accident or a work related 

injury
15. Place of service

Schedule 2
Information to be provided by an insurer

1. Name of the health service provider
2. Name of patient
3. Date of procedure
4. Date claim was received
5. Brief statement of the procedure to which the claim relates, if applicable
6. Whether the claim is clean, defective or expired
7. Date of payment of the claim
8. Whether a claim has been paid, is pending or has been declined
9. Commentary, if any, in respect of any of the above

* Following stakeholder discussions, it was agreed that at this time these fields will not be required.
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